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Museum- General Information 

The Government Museum, Chennai has 
obtained a place of great importance in the 

wit enjoyment. 

responsibility towards various categories 
of visitors who come for recreation and 
education. In fact, the very purpose of the 

i more and more conscious of its 

This Museum is a center for education and scholarly research, which plays active role in 

and intellectual life of society. 

one of the largest and oldest of the State-owned Museums in India. Beginning as a Museum of 
Practical Geology, in 1851,the Madras Central Museum (as it was then called)now has 

Botany, Geology, and Children's Museum. In addition to these there is a well equipped 
Chemical Laboratory for the conservation of museum objects, an Education Section for 
carrying out the educational activities and a Design and display section for organizing the 
display work of the Museum. These sections contain extensive collections illustrating mostly 
the past history, culture and natural history of South India and thus helps to preserve our rich 
cultural heritage by way of exhibiting them. The rapid cultural consciousness amongst the 
peopleareinstrumentalinbringingpublictothismuseum. 

Amaravati collections, sculptures, Tanjore (Thanjavur) armoury, inscriptions on 

exquisite crystal reliquaries from the Bhattiprolu Stupa and the enormous skeleton 

This handy guide book gives the necessary information for the visitor to browse 





ARCHAEOLOGY 
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Representative Showcases of the Prehistory Gallery 



ARTS 

The Art Section tries to reflect the changing trends of painting starting from the 
period of the Mughals, the adaptation of Western oil on canvas painting technique 
by Raja Ravi Varma in 19th Century to the Present Era. 









NUMISMATICS AND PHILATELY 

Nagpur, the U. P. Coin Committee, Indian Mu 
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CHILDREN’S MUSEUM 

The 'Children’s Museum' is a place of wonder for children, which takes them from the land of books to the 

land of objects. It encourages a child to probe new horizons. It directs the children into constructive and worthwhile 

720 exhibits are thematically displayed in its 7 galleries apart from 16 semi-diorama display arrangements 

for showcasing various civilizations of the world in chronological order. Besides the galleries and parks, life size fiber 

glass models of Tyrannosaurus and Stegosaurus in front of this building are added attractions to the Children's 







Play Gadgets of the Science Park 



BOTANY 

1, The Systematic Botany Gallery 

2. The Economic Botany Gallery 
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conomic Botany Gallery 
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ZOOLOGY 

Galleries of the Zoology Section 

• Flight in Animals 



Flight in Animals Gallery 

ittain flight. Flying fish, Flying frog, Flying dro 



Reptile Gallery consists of good collection of Lizards, £ 





GEOLOGY 

The history of the Geology Section in the Government Museum, Chennai is indeed quite interesting, 

as started only with the Geological Collections in the year 1851C. E. 





CHEMICAL CONSERVATION SECTION 

The Chemical Conservation Section tries to preserve the objects in the Museum in 
their pristine form. 





DESIGN AND DISPLAY SECTION 

The Design and Display Section is in charge of galleries and the 
thematic presentation of the collection. This is to attract and sustain 

Chennai and Districts, a Design and Display Section was created at the Go' 

Re-organization of Galleries 

The Government Museum, Chennai has 48 galleries which are being modernized at regular intervals by the Design 
and Display Section. The district museums also re-organize their galleries in consultation with the Design and 



Notes. 



EDUCATION SECTION 

The Education Section, in coordination with all other Sections, tries to act as a t 
between society, especially the learning younger generation and the Museum. 



Notes. 





'The Museum Theatre 


